Finish that sentence!

Use different words and new ideas to describe your stuttering. Fill in the blank spaces below.

Here’s an example:

Sometimes, I really like my stutter, because ______...it makes me unique.
...people think I’m special.
...I found the NSA.

Now, you try! Can you finish that sentence!?

If my stuttering were an instrument, it would be a ___________ (instrument) because _____________________________.

If my stuttering were a car, it would be ________________ because ____________________________.

If my stuttering were animal it would be a _____________ (animal) because ____________________________.

If my stuttering were a color, it would be _____________, because ________________ ____________________________.

When someone picks on someone who stutters,
I can say ____________________________ ____________________________.

Kids who stutter are ____________________________ ____________________________.

Sometimes, stuttering is frustrating because ____________________________
______________________________ ____________________________.

Sometimes, I like my stutter, because ____________________________ ____________________________.
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